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Abstract: Ship ballast pumps have stringent requirements for their transient characteristics. Here,
the pneumatic control valve and programmable logic controller (PLC) are applied to realize the rapid
reduction in flow rate for ballast pumps, and the dynamic pressure of steady and transient conditions
and inner flow for the ballast pump are tested and analyzed. The results show that the dynamic
pressure of each study scheme has cyclical increasing trends, however, the larger the amplitude of the
flow rate reduction is, the greater the pressure increasing rate of the two measuring points. While the
flow rate decreases to 0.4× Qd and 0.2× Qd, the rate of pressure increase is first fast and then slow.
The dynamic pressure pulsation intensity is higher than the corresponding steady-state conditions
after the transient conditions. With the increase in flow rate reduction, the characteristic frequencies
of the dynamic pressure are 1APF (axial passing frequency) and 1BPF (blade passing frequency) and
their harmonic frequency. The rapid decrease in flow rate causes the separation vortex in the impeller
channel to be generated in advance, and the scale increases, which reduces the pulsation intensity of
the pump outlet to prevent an increase in the level of broadband pulsation between 2APF and 1BPF.

Keywords: ballast pump; transient condition; dynamic pressure; experimental research; inner flow

1. Introduction

The ballast pump is used for drainage and injection in the water tanks on ships. The
double suction pump is widely applied to ship ballast systems because of its small volume
and large flow rate. Meanwhile, the water tanks of ships may have emergency adjustment
under special running conditions on the ship, such as the pitch, adjusting the draught
depth during ship navigation, which is accompanied by rapidly changing ballast pump
conditions [1–3].

The moving mash method was put forward by Xu [4] to solve the unsteady flow
caused by boundary movement, and to solve three-dimensional transient flow when the
centrifugal pump has started and the simulation results on inner transient flow have been
obtained. A complete system model, including circulating pipes and pump, has been
established by Wu [5–7] and Frihandi [8], the flow evolution of transient processes during
the start-up has been analyzed, and the effect of pipe resistance characteristics on transient
characteristics have been studied. Jiang [9] studied the cause of transient conflict head
through the analysis of transient hydraulic characteristics of the centrifugal pump during
the starting period, and identified the cause as the time of the flow rate closed to the
steady state as being longer than the rotating speed closed to the rated rotating speed.
Rochuon [10] analyzed the pressure distribution in the impeller and volute, which shows
severe pulsation as the main cause for the unsteady running of the impeller.

The rapid start test of a small centrifugal pump has been studied by Tsukamoto [11],
and the starting time while the rotating speed was close to the maximum speed (1500 r/min)
is about 0.6 s. Start tests were also taken in a closed test rig by Lefebvre [12], and the time
of the rotating speed to the maximum rotating speed (2000 r/min) was about 0.6 s. Start
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tests on a centrifugal pump were undertaken in two kinds of pipeline systems by Thana-
pandi [13], and the time taken to reach the maximum rotating speed (1500 r/min) was about
1.2 s. The method above was applied by Wu [14] to experimental research on the transient
hydraulic performance of a centrifugal pump under different starting accelerations, and
the results show that while the rotating speed approaches the maximum, the transient head
is lower than the quasi-stable head, and these values have obvious differences among the
different starting accelerations. A new transient performance test system was put forward
by Zhang and Khalifa [15–17]. The flow rate, head, rotating speed and cavitation charac-
teristics under transient conditions were taken, and description formula and correction
method for the transient parameters were proposed. The inner velocity distribution of
the centrifugal pump during the starting period was tested by PIV under conditions of a
full open, semi open and full closed ball valve, and the relationship between the transient
external characteristics and the inner flow were analyzed [18,19]. Shao [20,21] studied the
transient characteristics of the closing valve of ultra-low specific speed centrifugal pumps,
and found that the impact head appeared at the end of the pump start under different
starting accelerations, and the development of the internal flow field generally lags behind
the closing dead point of the steady state process.

Transient processes, such as start-up and shutdown, have been studied extensively
in experiments and numerical simulations. Rapid change in flow rate is another major
form of transient process, but it has always been difficult to realize rapid flow change. A
double suction ballast pump is set as the research object in this study, and an experimental
system exploring the rapid change in flow rate is designed. The inner pressure fluctua-
tion of a ballast pump under transient operation is studied to perfect a test method for
transient study.

2. Experiment System and Scheme Design
2.1. Research Object

A ballast pump was chosen as the research object, with the design parameters of a
flow rate Qd = 32.6 m3/h, head H = 15.3 m, rotating speed n = 1450 r/min and the specific
speed ns = 46. Its main geometric parameters are shown Table 1. As shown in Figure 1,
the top and the outlet of the volute were chosen as monitoring points to monitor the inner
dynamic pressure, respectively named as P1 and P2.
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The rapid change installation is the key part for achieving rapid change in flow rate, 
and is made up of the air compressor, pressure regulating valve, linear pneumatic control 
valve, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) controller and so on. The pneumatic control 
valve is provided by the air compressor, with compressed air as the power source. It re-
ceives the PLC controller output signal to drive the valve with the aid of attachments, such 
as an electric valve positioner and converters, and can realize the switch or proportional 
adjustment of flow rate. 

The dynamic pressure is tested by high frequency pressure sensor, and its main tech-
nical parameters are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. The main technical parameters of the pressure sensor. 
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Measuring range 0–1 MPa 
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Precision grade 0.25% Fs 
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Table 1. The main geometry parameters of ballast pump.

Overflow Component Geometric Parameters/Unit Symbol Value

Impeller

Inlet diameter/mm D1 65
Outlet diameter/mm D2 214

Outlet width/mm b1 8
Blade number Z 6

Volute
Diameter of basic circle/mm D3 240

Inlet width/mm b2 20
Outlet diameter/mm D4 50

2.2. The Experimental Design

A sketch diagram of the experimental system is shown in Figure 2, which includes the
ballast pump, motor, rapid change installation, and variable-frequency control cabinet.
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The rapid change installation is the key part for achieving rapid change in flow rate,
and is made up of the air compressor, pressure regulating valve, linear pneumatic control
valve, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) controller and so on. The pneumatic control
valve is provided by the air compressor, with compressed air as the power source. It receives
the PLC controller output signal to drive the valve with the aid of attachments, such as
an electric valve positioner and converters, and can realize the switch or proportional
adjustment of flow rate.

The dynamic pressure is tested by high frequency pressure sensor, and its main
technical parameters are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The main technical parameters of the pressure sensor.

Parameters Value

Measuring range 0–1 MPa
Output signal 4–20 mA

Precision grade 0.25% Fs
Power supply 10–28 VDC

Working condition −10–80 ◦C
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The dynamic pressure is collected by high-performance 24-bit sampling instrument
with a sampling frequency of 12.8 kHz and a sampling time of 30 s, which is shown in
Figure 3.
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2.3. The Experimental Scheme

As shown in Table 3, four changing amplitudes of the flow rate are schemed to
analyse the inner dynamic pressure of the ballast pump under rapidly changing flow rate
conditions. It takes 2 s for the valve to complete flow regulation, which means 2 s for
completing the transient condition.

Table 3. The experimental scheme of rapid changing of flow rate for ballast pump.

Experimental Schemes

S1 S2 S3 S4
1.0× Qd–0.8× Qd 1.0× Qd–0.6× Qd 1.0× Qd–0.4× Qd 1.0× Qd–0.2× Qd

2.4. Test Operating Steps

Keep the inlet valve and outlet valve in the circulation system fully open, and inject
enough water. Then start the frequency converter to make the ballast pump run at the
designed speed. Close the outlet valve and adjust the flow rate to the design condition.
Adjust the output signal of the PLC controller to correspond to 0.8× Qd condition, and
start to collect dynamic pressure before the pneumatic control valve starts to execute the
output signal. After sampling, the PLC controller returns to the original signal. Repeat the
above operations to complete the test of S2, S3 and S4. Finally, slowly turn off the inverter
after completing all the test.

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Time Domain Analysis of Pressure Fluctuation during the Rapid Reduction of Flow Rate

The pressure at about 5 s, which included the rapid reduction in flow rate, is selected
for analysis, which is consistent at 1 s before the rapid changing conditions, 2 s during the
rapid changing conditions and 2 s after.

Figure 4 shows the time domain of the dynamic pressure at P1 for each study scheme
of the rapid changing condition. The pressure at P1, located at the top point of the volute,
has an increasing trend, with the rapid increase in pressure is completed within 2 s. The
pressure and its amplitude show different trends during the rapid changing of the flow
rate. While the flow rate changes rapidly from 1.0× Qd to 0.8× Qd, the pressure at P1
gradually increases. As the amplitude of the decreasing flow rate increases, the pressure at
P1 shows firstly a rapid increase and then a slow increase. The times of rapid increase are
1.2 s, 0.8 s and 0.6 s, respectively, which means that the larger the amplitude of the flow
rate change is, the faster the pressure increases.
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The time domain of dynamic pressure at P2 located at the outlet of the volute during
the rapid reduction in flow rate is shown in Figure 5. The pressure at P2 has an increasing
trend, and the pressure and its amplitude have different change rules during the rapid
changing of the flow rate. While the flow rate changes rapidly from 1.0× Qd to 0.8× Qd,
pressure at P2 increases uniformly. As the amplitude of the decreasing flow rate increases,
the pressure at P2 shows firstly a rapid increase, followed by a slow increase, and the trend
is consistent with P1.

The standard deviation of the dynamic pressure is chosen to measure the steady
pressure fluctuation and the standard deviation of the dynamic pressure of each transient
condition and steady condition, which were 0.8× Qd, 0.6× Qd, 0.4× Qd and 0.2× Qd,
respectively, to analyse the steady dynamic pressure in the pump. The statistical data are
shown in Figure 6. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the standard deviation of the dynamic
pressure after the transient conditions of P1 and P2 is higher than the corresponding steady-
state operating conditions. Meanwhile, the rapid change in flow leads to an increase in the
amplitude of pressure pulsation, and enhances the internal turbulent flow characteristics.
With the increase in flow rate change, the standard deviation of the dynamic pressure
after the transient conditions becomes smaller and smaller. The rapid decrease in flow
rate causes the relative velocity of the fluid in the impeller to decrease, and the effect of
the dynamic and static interference between the fluid and the volute is weakened, which
results in a decrease in the intensity of dynamic pressure pulsation.
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3.2. Dynamic Pressure Frequency Analysis

The time domain analysis has the advantages of being intuitive and easy-to-understand.
It is hard for some characteristic frequencies to be distinguished from the time domain
analysis during transient conditions. Therefore, two measuring points of steady-state
operating conditions and transient operating conditions are selected for 2 s to perform FFT
(Fast Fourier Transform) for studying the frequency characteristics of dynamic pressure
under transient conditions.

The rotation speed of the test pump is 1489 rpm, the axial passing frequency (APF) of
the ballast pump is 24.8 Hz, and the blade passing frequency (BPF) is 148.8 Hz.
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(1) The frequency analysis of the dynamic pressure for P1

Figure 7 shows the dynamic pressure frequency distribution of each of the steady-state
and transient conditions at P1. It can be seen that the pulsation of dynamic pressure in
transient, and the steady-state conditions are mainly distributed at 0~300 Hz, with the
main pulsating frequencies being 1APF, 1BPF and their harmonic frequencies; there is
a broadband frequency between the 2APF and 1BPF band. Therefore, the asymmetric
structure of the spiral volute and the dynamic and static interference between the impeller
and the inner wall of the volute are the main factors that cause the dynamic pressure
pulsation inside the volute.
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Figure 8 shows the amplitudes of each pulsation frequency of dynamic pressure at
P1. It can be seen that the amplitude of 1APF first increases and then decreases with
the increasing of the flow rate reduction, and the amplitude of the frequency of each
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operating conditions. The amplitudes of 2APF and 1BPF first decrease and then increase,
and the amplitudes of each research scheme are lower than the corresponding steady-state
operating condition after the transient operating condition, 2BPF does not show obvious
law due to its small amplitude.
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(2) The frequency analysis of the rapid reduction in flow rate for P2

Figure 9 shows the frequency domain diagram of the dynamic pressure of each of the
steady-state and transient conditions at P2. The pulsating frequency of dynamic pressure
in transient and steady-state conditions is distributed between 0~600 Hz, and the main
pulsation frequencies are 1APF, 2APF, and 1BPF. There is a broadband pulsation frequency
between 2APF and 1BPF, and when measuring P1, there is an obvious excitation frequency
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in 4BPF for some research schemes, and the amplitude of 4BPF gradually decreases as the
flow rate increases.
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Figure 10 shows the amplitudes of each pulsation frequency of dynamic pressure at
P2. It can be seen that with the increase in flow rate reduction, the amplitude of 1APF
fluctuates slightly, but the amplitude of the frequency of each research scheme is lower than
the corresponding steady-state operating conditions after the transient conditions. The
amplitude of 2APF first decreases and then increases. The amplitude of the frequency of
each research scheme is lower than the corresponding steady-state operating condition after
the transient condition ends. The amplitude of 1BPF first increases and then decreases, and
the amplitude of the frequency of each research plan is lower than that after the transient
condition ends.
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It can be seen from Figures 7 and 9 that broadband pulsation occurs between 2APF
and 1BPF. The rapid change in flow interferes with the stable flow inside the pump, which
adds more unstable flow components inside the pump and leads to the appearance of
broadband pulsation.

3.3. The Analysis of Inner Flow by Numerical Simulation Caiculation

When the flow rate of the ballast pump changes rapidly, the internal flow characteris-
tics will be affected and change. In order to study the internal flow evolution mechanism
of the ballast pump under the process of rapid change of flow rate, a numerical simulation
of each steady and transient condition is calculated, and the ending of transient conditions
and steady conditions of 0.8× Qd, 0.6× Qd, 0.4× Qd, 0.2× Qd are chosen to analyze inner
flow. Figure 10 and the Figure 11 show the pressure and streamline at the middle plane of
the impeller.
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Figure 11. The pressure and streamline distribution in impeller under steady conditions (a) 0.8× Qd, (b) 0.6× Qd, (c) 0.4× Qd

and (d) 0.2× Qd.

Figures 11 and 12 show the pressure and streamline distribution in the middle section
of the impeller under rapid change conditions and steady conditions. The regular separated
vortices and other irregular unsteady flow structure are gradually generated in the impeller
with a decrease in the flow rate. Under the action of impeller rotation, the Coriolis force
and circumferential pressure gradient of the fluid near the pressure surface are unbalanced,
and the mainstream outside the boundary layer will experience a reduction in kinetic
energy to increase the pressure. While the velocity of the fluid near the pressure surface
decreases to 0 m/s, the fluid near the pressure surface will be squeezed into the mainstream,
and separated vortices are generated. As the flow rate decreases, the separated vortices
expand and are subjected to viscous action, and the single vortices are separated into two
independent vortices. The downstream vortices move to the impeller outlet and then its
interaction with the volute tongue can cause a collapse and cessation of the vortices and
an increase in pulsation frequency of downstream monitor points, which drives the 2BPF,
3BPFand 4BPF frequencies.
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As shown in Figure 12, the inner flow of the rapid changing conditions is more
complex than the steady conditions. When the flow rate rapidly decreases to 0.8× Qd,
the meridian velocity of the fluid near the pressure surface of the blade and shear force
continuously decreases. A separation of the vortices then occurs in the middle of the
pressure surface of passage 2. However, no obvious reflux for the 0.8× Qd of the steady
conditions has yet occurred in the impeller. For S2, when the flow rate is rapidly reduced
to 0.6× Qd, the separation vortex structure appears in the middle position of the blade
pressure surface in flow passages 1, 2, and 6, and the size of the separation vortex is
significantly larger than the corresponding 0.6× Qd steady-state condition. For S3 and S4,
the size of the separation vortex in the flow channel is also significantly larger than the
corresponding steady-state operating condition, because as the flow rate change increases,
the relative velocity of the fluid particles in the flow channel continues to decrease, and
the absolute velocity continues to increase. This in turn increases the imbalance between
the Coriolis force and circumferential pressure of the surrounding fluid particles, meaning
the generation of separation vortices and the continuous increase in scale. The larger-scale
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separating vortex squeezes the fluid in the flow channel, which leads to an increase in the
energy of the jet at the outlet of the impeller, and an increase in the pulsation intensity of
1BPF at P1. However, the larger scale backflows move to the impeller outlet under transient
conditions, which then has a collision with the tongue of the volute, which decreases the
strength of the interaction between the jet form impeller outlet and tongue. Therefore, the
amplitude of 1BPF at P2 is reduced, and is lower than the corresponding steady conditions.
The rapid change in flow has caused an increase in the uneven distribution of the impeller
outlet pressure, and it reflects that the dynamic pressure pulsation of the impeller outlet
does not have an obvious characteristic frequency, thus causing an increasing pulsation
level of the broadband frequency between 2APF and 1BPF.

4. Conclusions

The rapidly changing flow rate for the ballast pump has been designed by experi-
mental method. The dynamic pressure of four transient conditions is tested and the time
domain and frequency of dynamic pressure under steady and transient conditions are
analyzed. The following conclusions can be obtained.

1. The dynamic pressure in the ballast pump periodically increases. The larger the
amplitude of the flow reduction is, the greater the rate of the pressure increase. While
the flow rate rapidly decreases to 0.4× Qd and 0.2× Qd, the pressure builds up quickly
and then slowly.

2. The dynamic pressure pulsation intensity of each transient scheme is higher than
the corresponding steady-state conditions after the transient conditions. With the
rapid reduction in the flow rate, the dominant frequencies of the dynamic pressure
are 1APF and 1BPF and their harmonic frequencies.

3. The rapid reduction in flow rate accelerates the separation of the vortex in the impeller
channel, which shows that the separating vortexes are generated in advance, and their
scale increases, which in turn reduces the pulsation intensity of the pump outlet and
also causes an increase in the level of broadband pulsation between 2APF and 1BPF.
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